
Summer Skills to explore with 

your child at home. 

Your child has been out of school 

for a LONG time and we thought it 

would be  

useful to try a few of these at 

home ready for returning in  

September.    

Be creative and have fun.  Try to 

do them little and often and 

whilst out and about! 

I have attached some resources 

which you may find helpful. 

 

 

English 

Write ANYTHING with ANYTHING a list, your name, a 
card, a message...use a pencil, a pen, a paintbrush 

Don’t lose the joy of writing, encourage and inspire it.  
Even if you can’t decode it just get their ideas and 

hands flowing. 

Think about strengthening fine motor skills to hold their 
pencil correctly.  Try lacing shoes, pinching pegs, 

squeezing playdough,  

 

 

Maths (only work with numbers to 20)  

*Count to 20  

*Write numbers correctly to 20  

*Count out amounts to numbers below 20  

*Play dominoes, count and match the dots 

*Play a board game with a dice, count the jumps you can move. 

*Build a jigsaw  

*Add 2 amounts together  

*Start with an amount and take objects away  

*Add one more to a number or take one away. 

Phonics 

Know that letters have names and they also make a sound. 
Learn an alphabet song to remember the letter names. 

Practise saying Phase 2 and Phase 3 letter sounds phonemes, 
use sound button or flashy fans 

Build and blend letter sounds to make and read words. 

Identify the beginning and end sounds in words.  For example.  
‘Dad I can see a  bird, I can hear a b at the start of bird and a 

d at the end of bird.’ 

Reading  

SHARE stories again and again and again. 

Getting lost in books builds imagination and gives them a bank of 
ideas from which they can create their own  

stories. 

Act them out, be a character, change your voices replicate actions. 

Practise reading keywords see if you can spot any in the books you 
share. 

Be Active  

Be active everyday and try a few of these gross motor activities... 

*Be a mini-beast in the garden , dance like a bee, hop like a        
grasshopper, slide like a snail, jump like a frog, weave like a spider, 
crawl like a caterpillar, skip like a butterfly  

*Kick a large ball OR catch a large ball 

*Zip or button up your coat, put on your socks with an adult. 

*Ride your bike or scooter  

Get Creative 

*Make a picture or sculpture    
outside with natural objects. 

*Bake and decorate something  
delicious. 

*Paint a picture with water       
outside. 

*Learn a song and sing it to    
someone special. 

*Build a Lego house. 

*Make a sticky picture, collage 
with recyclables. 

Explore Outdoors  

Which of these can you tick off? 

*Go on a long walk.    *Hike a large hill or peak 

*Build a sandcastle.    *Build a den 

*Paddling in water.    *Climb a tree 

*Play hop scotch.    *Visit a relative 

*Make an obstacle course.   *Fly a kite  

*Dig in mud.     *Eat a picnic 


